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Movies of the 2000s
Cinema enters another dimension: Movies
at the dawn of the third millenniumA
decade characterized the rise of a new era
in global politics and technology, the 2000s
were most notably marked by September
11, 2001 and the ensuing wars in the
Middle East, as well as the explosion of
social networking and mobile computing.
This comprehensive volume covers an
inspiringly broad range of titles made
during a unique period in history, from the
fantastical special effects masterpieces
Lord of the Rings, Inception, and the 3D
film Avatar; to entertaining fare such as the
Bourne action films, the Harry Potter
series, Moulin Rouge, Borat, and
Inglourious
Basterds;
socially
and
politically conscious cinema including Hurt
Locker, Babel, Bowling for Columbine,
and City of God; and art-house standouts
such as Brokeback Mountain, Mulholland
Drive, Dogville, Talk to Her, No Country
for Old Men, and Black Swan. If indeed we
are approaching the end of cinemait can be
argued that the 2000s were the last decade
of cinema as we knew it, before technology
altered it beyond recognition and the movie
theater was superseded by the computer
screenthen this study is both a celebration
of moviemaking and an elegy for a
soon-to-be-lost
art.About
the
series:Bibliotheca Universalis Compact
cultural companions celebrating the
eclectic TASCHEN universe at an
unbeatable, democratic price!Since we
started our work as cultural archaeologists
in 1980, the name TASCHEN has become
synonymous with accessible, open-minded
publishing. Bibliotheca Universalis brings
together nearly 100 of our all-time favorite
titles in a neat new format so you can
curate your own affordable library of art,
anthropology, and aphrodisia.Bookworms
delight never bore, always excite!
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IMDb: TASCHENs Movies of the 2000s - a list by thebalkabaa Most Underrated Horror Movies of the Decade
2000-2009. by atlasuniverse-1 created last updated - 11 May 2014. This list is subjective of course IMDb: Must-See
Feel Good Movies of the 2000s - a list by IMDb: 100 BEST MOVIES OF THE PAST DECADE (2000-2009) - a
WWII American Army Medic Desmond T. Doss, who served during the Battle of Okinawa, refuses to kill people, and
becomes the first man in American history to none greek movies 2000-2010. by xenia_07 created last updated - 20 Dec
2015. Showing all 55 Titles. Sort by: List Order (ascending), Title A-Z IMDb: MY ULTIMATE BEST MOVIES:
2000-2016 - a list by A personal choice of favorite movies in chronological order. These are the movies Best Sci-Fi,
Superhero and Fantasy Movies: 2000-2016 IMDb: War Movies: 2000-2016 - a list by comeonfcdaniel These films
post-2000 probably might appeal to the hipster subculture with their quirky humor, indie music, and whats often
considered higher intellectual The 30 Greatest Movies of the 2000s, Ranked - Maxim Yesterday, Team Decider put
our heads together to come up with a list of our favorite films of the 2000s. The twelve people who were polled 100
Greatest Movies of the 2000s - How many have you seen? Gladiator (2000). 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 8.5/10 X. When a
Roman general is betrayed and his family murdered by an emperors corrupt son, 2000s in film - Wikipedia They said
horror was dead by this point around 2000, 2001 & 2002 and then it became the era of horror movie remakes. But aside
from that IMDb: Top 240 Horror Movies 2000-2016 - a list by Madsen7 The 100 greatest films from 2000-2010
according to , check what youve seen so far. IMDb: Hipster Movies of the 2000s - a list by masandaglinus123 Were
looking at the Best of the Decade throughout the month of the November. Todays list is the 50 Best Movies from 2000
to 2009. IMDb: Disney Movies 2000 - 2004 - a list by tazzytaz This list includes the best movies of 2000s that are
listed by the latest edition of TASCHENs movies-by-decades titles: Movies of the 2000s. The 50 Best Movies of the
Decade (2000-2009) :: Movies :: Lists The funniest comedy films from 2000 - 2012/13, IMO. Theres a few movies
thatll probably make it onto the list later, but I havent seen yet: IMDb: TOP ACTION MOVIES: 2000-2017 - a list by
Dr-Faustus The 25 Greatest Movies Of The 00s ShortList Magazine As much as we hate saying noughties, it was
time for us to get up-to-date, well almost, with our decade-based looks at great movies. First we got all misty-eyed The
Top 100 Films Of The 2000s (According To Team Decider IMDb: Most Popular Feature Films Released
2000-01-01 to 2009-12 a site which numerically calculates reception among critics, the most acclaimed films of the
2000s are:. And now were proud to present our look back at The 100 Best Movies of the 2000s. Our tastes are pretty
eclectic (we call ourselves Complex, The 100 Best Horror Movies of the 2000s (So Far) Haleigh Foutch runs down
the best horror movies from 2000 to 2010, from The Descent to Saw, in a wide-ranging, global list. Do you agree with
IMDb: Top-US-Grossing Feature Films Released 2000-01-01 to Criteria: These Greatest Movies of the 2000s
chosen for their quality, direction, script, cinematography, acting, storyline, originality, and success IMDb: HORROR
FILMS FROM THE 2000s (2000-2009) - a list by An introductory poster to the quality of film released this century.
Hunger is one of those films that made a great impression on me. A harsh film IMDb: TOP ANIMATED MOVIES:
2000-2017 - a list by Dr-Faustus When a Roman general is betrayed and his family murdered by an emperors corrupt
son, he comes to Rome as a gladiator to seek revenge. Director: Ridley 100 Greatest Movies of the 2000s - How many
have you seen? When the menace known as the Joker wreaks havoc and chaos on the people of Gotham, the Dark
Knight must come to terms with one of the greatest IMDb: greek movies 2000-2010 - a list by xenia_07 Future and
Newly Released Animated Movies & Shorts. IMDb: Highest Rated Animation Feature Films Released 2000 to 2017
With At Least The 50 Best Films Of The Decade So Far IndieWire The 50 Best Films Of The Decade So Far.
romanticism melding with one of the most striking looking and sounding movies of the last few years, one thats set ..
2000 is a complete mistery but there a few trully masterpieces.
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